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'Unrepresentative' charges filed

■

Council may go to Court
By PAUL COLLINS
Staff Writer
Charges that Student Council Is
"unrepresentative"
have been
filed with Student Court, and a
pre-trial hearing has been set for
3 p.m. tomorrow.
Should the case go to trial, and
the Court decide against Council,
the legislature's activities could
be suspended until a new system
Is devised.
William Becker, a junior, yesterday filed a statement with Court
Clerk Cathy Bock, charging Council with "unfair and discriminatory representation," in violation
of the Student Body Constitution's
Article 2, Seclon 4C.
"This latest incident," said
Becker, "of the Black Student
Union's having two members
seated tends to reinforce my opinion that Student Council has unequal representation and is too
large and unwieldy, and for that
reason Isn't functioning properly."
Meeting at tomorrow's hearing
on the case will be: Tom Ruppanner, Student Court Chief Justice; Nick Llcate, Student Council
President; Mike Munholland, In behalf of Council; Edward Ward, advisor to Student Court; and Becker.
The hearing will determine if
there is enough evidence to Justify a trial.
"I hope that the case will come
to trial, and that the Court will
find that Student Council is null
and void—that is, that it will be
forced to cease operating until it
can reorganize under a new system," said Becker.
"Fd like to see a better system,
such as those at Michigan- University and Michigan State, where
12 representatlves-at-large areelected," he said, adding, "This
isn't covered under the University
code, per se—it's a constitutional
question."
Nick Llcate seemed undisturbed
by the action. "Whenever you do
anything, you upset somebody," he
said. "We did something and someone's upset. I'm not particularly
excited one way or another."
Tom Ruppanner, Court Chief
Justice, said, " In light of the re-

latively-high degree of student
concern about the seating of two
black students on Council, I think
any discussion, any questioning about the action's legitimacy, should
be decided as rationally as possible. I can think of no better opportunity for this than Student Court."
The Court, he said, would be
"very much interested In hearing a case of this type. I see no
reason why not.''
Becker, himself a Student Court
prosecutor, said, "I feel that Council is not representative of the student body, and that there are gross
inequities in representation. I intend to take Council to Court and

prove this. I hope it will be able to
reorganize under a one-man,onevote basis."
The case will be decided, if it
comes to trial, by Ruppanner and
Justices E. B. Rice, Chuck Collins,
Gall Parkinson, Marlbeth Sembach, John Allton, and Gary Rees.
"I think I'm right, and I'm sure
Council's representatives will be
convinced they're right--thls Is a
typical legal question," said Becker. "I'm going to ask for adjustment so that Council ceases to exist In its present form. But It's
up to the Court to decide what
action to take."

By BARBARA FRIES
Staff Writer

FILING CHARGES-William Becker watches Student Court Clerk
Cathy Bock prepare paperwork for his case against Student Council.

step diplomacy would lead to a
"durable peace in our time."
But the President made it clear
that he would talk with the Russians, only after full consultation
with America's European allies.
With that reassurance, in
speeches before the North Atlantic Treaty Organization In Brussels and on his arrival In Lon-

Hall meeting results
in group discussions
An ed-cult meeting at Compton
Hall several weeks ago stimulated
some interest in discussing racial
problems at the University, and
has now blossomed Into a fulfledged campus organization, according to Gary Rees, assistant
hall director.
The group is the "Organization for Racial Understanding."
There are no officers, or specific meeting dates in this group,
Rees said. It began as a spontaneous outgrowth from a dormitory discussion, and such Interest
was generated by the 120 people
attending, that It was decided to
make the meeting a semi-regular
thing, Rees explained.
"We found people very free
with opinions during these sessions," Rees said, "and we have
heard proposals made to correct
some of the racial problems acknowledged at the University."
The racial difficulties discussed, Rees said, centered around
topics of discrimination against
blacks, white supremacy and capitalism.
"Any interested person is welcome to attend the sessions, which
we try to schedule every week, but
we haven't held the talk sessions
for any particular day of that week,
he said.
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Addition slated
for McDonald

Nixon tours on to Britain
LONDON (AP) - President Nixon
moved his European fence-mending tour from Belgium to Britain yesterday after announcing
that the United States will "in due
course" open negotiations with the
Soviet Union.
Nixon, on an eight-day swing
through five West European nations, said he felt that step-by-
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"The purpose behind this organization is simply to promote
'awareness' among the participants," he said. "We are not designed to Initiate any particular
policy, although this could develop
into a meaningful policy-formulating group in the future if the
people taking part in the sessions
wish it to be so."

Nixon and his official party kept
silent on the reported proposal
of President Charles de Gaulle
for a loose economic union which
would undercut U.S. influence-and
eventually eliminate both NATO
and the Common Market.

A dual tower addition to McDonald Quadrangle which will house
another 600 beds Is slated for
completion In September, 1971. The
addition will be located adjacent to
McDonald North and wUl be
attached to the main structure by
an enclosed walkover similar to
that between Prout Dormitory and
the Union.
These plans, according to Miss
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students and chairman of the committee for the additon, will also
provide possible separation of
sleeping and study areas for each
room, plus coed housing similar
to Kreischer and Harshman.
"We are striving for something
totally different from our present
dormitory arrangements. We want
to make the area more of a living
room rather than a bedroom,"
she stated when explaining the
plans.
The room arrangement will be
new in that all furniture will be
movable. This will allow occupants in adjoining rooms to move
all beds Into one room and all
desks into another.
Also the
rooms will be larger, thus alowlng for an extra easy chair
or table.
Another plan considered by the
committee called for a type of
pull out bed which would be out
of sight during the day.
But
according to Miss Paulsen, "This
would have to be fastened to the

wall and would lose some of the
flexibility we have been striving
for."
The plans have Just been submitted to the architectural firm
of Munger and Munger Associates
who designed the original building, and therefore the definite
structure shape Is as yet undetermined.
Miss Paulsen commented, however, that they had
suggested a single story separating two small tower-like structures.
The plans suggest that each
floor have a row of four rooms
along each side with the elevator and common recreation or
laundry facilities in the center.
"We hope to eliminate the present long corridors this way,"
she stated.
"In general we want to make
the dormitory more of a livable
place for the student rather than
a showcase of unused lounges,"
was her feeling on the main objective of the new plans.
"According to John Lepp, assistant to the president, the McDonald addition is not Intended to
replace the high rise dormitory
structure considered earlier. "We
are still planning It for sometime
in the future if the campus is to
expand to the expected 30,000 enrollment," he stated.
He also stated that McDonald
was selcted for an additon because the kitchen had originally
been designed to serve 600 more
than presently In the building.

The President, however, expressed U.S. support of both organizations during a day which
blended business and pageantry.
At NATO headquarters, he told
representatives of the European
allies that he Intends eventually
to "enter Into negotiations with
the Soviet Union on a wide range
of issues."
Later, under gray clouds at
London Airport, where he was
met by Prime Minister Harold
Wilson, Nixon spoke of his hopes
of achieving peace. The President said he and Wilson would
discuss "the problems of the
whole world, not just those of
Europe."

I!

School students may protest
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court Insured yesterday
the right of school children to
hold protest demonstrations, but
emphasized officials
may Impose restraints If there are intrusions upon the work of the
school or the rights of other students.
"It can hardly be argued that
either students or teachers shed
their constitutional right to freedom of speech or expression at
the schoolhouse gate," said Justice Abe Fortas for the Court.
The ruling directly upheld the
right of three Des Molnes, Iowa,
teen-agers to wear black armbands to school In December 1965
to publicize
their objections
to the Vietnam war and their support for a holiday season truce.

Students In school as well as
out of school are 'persons' under
the Constitution, Fortas said in affirming the teen-agers' free
speech rights. "They are possessed of fundamental rights which
the state must respect, just as
they them selves must respect their
obligations to the state."
At the same time, the court
suggested that If the students' action touched off disorder or disturbances or if there was a collision with the rights of other
students to be secure and to be
let alone," officials would have
been Justified in Imposing controls.
The ruling was by 7-2 vote.
The dissenting justices were Hugo
L. Black and John Marshall llarlan.
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All fired up

m

A small blaze at St. Mark's Lutheran Church, S. College Dr., was
quickly extinguished by city fireman Monday. The fire occured apparently due to faulty controls on a church furnace, said Lt. Hall,
at the scene. Slight damage was done to the furnace and some
cleaning equipment in the furnace room, the lieutenant said. There
were no injuries.
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editorial
United blacks^
The newly formed Black Student Union should be welcomed to
campus. It is an organization long needed.
The black students on campus have been neglected, and have
finally come to the realization that nothing is going to be given
to them, and that any progress in the area of race relations at the
University will only be the result of action taken by black students themselves.
Their first action was significant, because the first organization they went to for help was not an administrative one, but a
student
one — Student Council.
For too long, complaints of discrimination by black students
have
been shuffled into worthless committees where the complaints are soon forgotten. What was needed was an action-oriented group, and all indications are that the Black Student Union
will
be such a group.
The demands made by the black students at first glance seem
to be radical, but in reality they are very moderate. Doubling the
black student population by next year should not he- difficult,
since there are only 125 black students on campus now. Doubling the number of black faculty should be even easier, with only'
one black professor serving at the present time.
Achieving a 10 per cent ratio of blacks to whites in five years
is also a feasible request with sufficient time to achieve this
ratio.
The other requests basically stem from an educational viewpoint
that says the contributions of black students to society and to
the educational environment should bi recognized by the University community.
None of the requests are impructical, und the University should
take u serious look at them to see if they are justified and if they
can be implemented.
If they are justified und can be implemented, they should be
implemented with as much speed us possible.

COMMENTARY

Frustration finally comes out
By BRUCE LARRICK
Editorial Editor
Last week's actions by Student Council and the
Black Student Union are a result of frustration that
has been building up all year In student government and among the politically aware segment of
the student body.
Last spring Nick Llcate was elected president of
Student Council and brought with him to the office
exceedingly high hopes for reforms at the University.
Many students thought that finally someone was in
control of the student government who would make
It more than Just an exercise in political futility.
The students envisaged a progressive administration which could overcome any and all obstacles in
the path of true student participation in the decisionmaking process at the University.
It is this very optimism among the students that
brought about the failure of this year's student
government to successfully tackle the Issues confronting the University in a time of turmoil.
The problems arose because the optimism of the
students was not translated Into action. Since a
"radical" was the president of Student Council,
students expected the long-awaited reforms to come
floating down from the skies. They sat around and
expected Llcate to do everything.
But by the end of the first quarter, It became
apparent that he also Is a human being made of
clay. He Is not the prince in flashing armor, and
cannot accomplish miracles.
He inherited the leadership of an Inherently conservative organization and had much difficulty "radicalizing" It because of a consevatlve Student Council membership and a conservative executive board.
As a result, Council concentrated on reforming Its
own structure and providing services for students,
but ignored the complaints of the students that the
campus Is racist and that the administration is

overly protective.
Frustration built up as Council, week after week,
continued to discuss Irrelevant Issues and as Llcate did not show the dynamic and charismatic
leadership qualities that some thought he possessed.
The first crisis point came during the AWS controversy. At a meeting of Council supposedly designed
to tackle the AWS problem head-on, the debate became lackadaisical, the only bill designed to do
something about AWS was withdrawn before it could
be voted upon, and an eagerly-awaited committee
Investigation report was not submitted.
Throughout the controversy, many students thought
Llcate was sitting on the fence. Actually, he was not,
and worked hard behind the scenes, while students
mistook his public ambivalence for noncommltment
The second crisis point was last week's meeting.
The Black Student Union, which Is a result of the
frustration and the alienation the black students
are experiencing with the University environment,
marched In en masse and demanded seats on Council.
The Council membership, acting both expediently and desperately, gave them seats with very little
opposition. The rules were thrown out because the
members thought the rules were obstructing reform.
This precedent will probably bring about a disintegration of the traditional order In Council, where
much attention has been paid to rules, constitutional amendments, and grants of powers.
But this disintegration may be the best thing
ever to happen to the student government here,
because It seems that there is finally a realization that one person alone cannot reform the system, and that Prince Charmlngs never fulfill expectations.
If any meaningful reform Is to take place, It will
have to be the result of a concerted, unified student
effort, with everyone pitching in and not sitting on
the sidelines hoping for miracles.

letters to the editor
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By SUSAN FOSTER
Student Columnist
All that is needed is a little,
tragl-comlc old man selling balloons and peanuts. This would be the
finishing touch to a tableau painted
so vividly by the Bowling Green
Union — or better still -- the
Bowling Green Zoo.
In keeping with the University's
tradition of progresslveness, the
Bowling Green Zoo operates on a
unique and quite radical system
known as voluntary captivity. Observing what might be termed the
honor system, the animals are allowed to leave their cages each night
at 11:00, to return each morning
promptly at 8:00. In keeping with'
the University's tradition of honesty
and honor, there has yet to be a
violation of the system.
We find that, unlike most wellestablished zoos, it lacks a wide
variety of exhibits. The large tables
and booths, which serve as cages,
seem to all contain the same species c reature-- something resembling a peacock. Communal
creatures by nature, the peacocks
huddle together until their magnificent tails blend Into a blurred
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Greek Horizons
ochieves aims

it at least could have Included the
Rollersvllle sewage disaster when
Claude King's outhouse was rocked
from Its foundation by a terrorist
Greenle Stick 'em Cap or the Terry
Roth Charity Drive for Show Tires
so he can make it to class again.
Numero Trois — and the third
bird, with perhaps the most successful results, you downed In your
one stone effort...yourselves.
Terry Roth
309 High St.

My heartiest congratulations to
this creature came from; what unpronouncable scientific name he is the staff of the new fraternity newsgiven; how close to being extinct paper that graced our fair campus.
Is his species? Disinterest over- It has accomplished the near imtakes us, and we forget to ask possible task of killing three birds
with one stone.
the questions aloud.
Numero ano~ It brought into
Finally, we move toward a cage
In the far corner of the zoo and perspective current accomplishfind what seems to be a colony ments of our Bowling Green Greeks
The News welcomes letor settlement of rather unsightly, and attempted to tie the brotherhood
ters to the editor. Letters
unkempt creatures. Not only are knot a little tighter.
Numero deux — It attempted to
the passing spectators especially
should be typewritten and
amused by the occupants of this enlighten University students to
signed by the author and
cage, but the peacocks seem to events and organizations which evcarry his typewritten name,
idently
had
been
Ignored
by
the
enjoy taunting and ridiculing the
address and phone number.
colony. But look closely, and in the campus medium. Hence the raAs many letters as posseyes of these huddled colonist- tionalization of YAF, beaucoup
ible will be published withcreatures can be seen that certain Greek news which the BG News
sadness, a peculiar glint of under- has suppressed and quaint bumper
in the limits of space, good
standing --a wordless proclama- sticker platitudes ("America ~
taste and laws of libel. The
love
It
or
leave
it")
sprinkled
tion of "You're not looking in a
News reserves the right to
cage full of animals, human, you're throughout the paper as filler.
If informing the campus comedit letters more than 300
looking in a MIRROR — open your
words in length.
eyes and realize that your reflec- munity to news which has either
tion Is laughing back at you!" been surpassed or suppressed was
But, I guess as long as there the main task of the Greek press.
are people In the world there will
be zoos — perhaps we need them
to help feed and nurture our feelThere are not neatly printed, ings of superiority.
framed explanations mounted In
WANTED: A little tragl-comlc
front of these cages. We wonder old man to sell balloons and peavaguely what distant-sounding land nuts.
Serving a growing university since 1920
tapestry of dazzling plum mage.
I remember being sad at a zoo
once while watching a peacock —
all that magnificence and splendor
controlled by a brain the size of
a pea. But still, peacocks are so
very content with themselves and
their glory, and their pea-sized
egos are Inflated each time a rapt
observer gasps at the sight of
splendor. Yes, being a splendid,
glorious, pea-brained peacock Is
definitely a self-reinforcing and
self-perpetuating dilemma.
But we have begun to look more
closely at the different cages and
we find that the Zoo does not contain only peacocks after all —
there are smaller cages containing
single specimens. They are set off
and apart from the other cages and
as we approach them their occupants look us directly in the eye.
We experience the uncomfortable
and rather insecure feeling that
comes to humans when a mere "animal" seems to display a knowing,
uncanny Intelligence.
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Educators propose radical steps

orld
Compiled by Ken Berzof

Arab bases raided
TEL AVIV
- Israeli Jets raided two Arab guerrilla bases In
Syria Monday and battled a squadron of 10 or 12 Syrian MIGs sent aloft
to challenge the Intrusion.
Tel Aviv said two of the Syrian craft were shot down, while "all our
planes returned safely to base." Pilots said the camps were left In
flames.
A Damascus communique declared the Israelis lost three Mirage Jets
In the dogflghtlng, apparently one of the biggest Arab-Israeli air clashes
since the 1967 war.

Debt nears ceiling
WASHINGTON - President Nixon signaled Congress for help yesterday to head off an approaching collision between government borrowing and the legal cellng on the national debt
At the same time. Nixon asked Capitol Hill approval of new ground
rules for leslgnatlng which government obligations should be subject
to the cellng.
If the present method of figuring the debt Is retained, the President
said, a boost In the existing $365 billion limitation to $382 billion Is
needed.
But If the changeover in bookkeeping methods 's allowed, he said,
the statutory limit can be marked down to $300 billion.

Conference postponed
WASHINGTON - The United States proposed and the Soviet Union
agreed to postponement of the next session of the 18-natlon disarmament conference from March 6 to March 18, officials reported yesterday.
The United States is now consulting with the other members of the
Geneva Conference and officials said they are confident there will be
no objection to the 12-day delay.
Reason given for the request is that American delegates want to
be in a "better state of preparation." There was not enough time to
get down to brass tacks and to discuss In depth" Issues expected to
arise, officials said.

Some crook didn't know what
he was bargaining for Sunday
night when he looked for a car
to swipe. He choose a police station wagon, parked on the north
side of the city building, according to a city police lieutenant.
The vehicle, equipped with two-

way radio and all, was found abandoned an hour later in a used
car lot on N. Main Street, the
lieutenant said.
Only one mile had been put on
the car from the time it had been
stolen, police reported. Last night
officers said they were still wondering If it all wasn't just a gag.

Associated Press
Radical Changes In curriculum,
teacher training, and administrative practices are needed If education is to ever adequately serve
Ohio's school children - who now
make up more than one-fourth of
the state's population.
These three areas - the major
components of today's educational
system - need a major overhaul,
according to Dr. Jack R. Frymler,
chairman of faculty and curriculum
at Ohio State University's College
of Education.
Ohio's rural, urban and parochial schools face a wide variety of problems - from de facto
segregation and- poor financing to
inadequate teachers and overcrowded facilities. The problems
must be solved If the schools are
to provide quality education for
Ohio's 2.761,610 primary and secondary students.
Educators say Ohio's educational system Is unique because of large
numbers of both rural and urban
school districts. Most states have
two or three major urban centers.
Ohio has 10. Each has the classical
problems of Inner city and ghetto
schools.
But the state also has a heavy
concentration of rural schools. The
Ohio Department of Education reports 113 districts have less than
1,000 students.
Catholic school officials say they
need $40 million more yearly to
adequately meet the educational
needs of more than 350,000 students
attending the state's parochial
schools.
The problems of Ohio's urban
schools are many.
"The most capable and creative teachers generally leave the
Inner city schools for suburban
schools,"
says Dr. Stayner
Brighton, executive secretary of
the Ohio Education Association
(OEA). "They would rather teach
in good surroundings with smaller classes, more security and generally higher salaries."
Dr. Brighton says the migration of good teachers to the suburbs forces most city districts to
hire inexperienced teachers and

UNDERGRADUATE
WANTED

BUSINESS LISTINGS:
March 3. County of Franklin,
Welfare Department; Aetna Life
& Casualty; Defense Contract Audit Agency; Peat, Marwlck& Mitchell; Owens- Illinois.
March 4. Arthur Andersen & Co.;
Corp.; Veterans Administration
Hospital; John Hancock Mutual Life
Ins. Col (Boston Office); H. & a
Pogue Co.; John Hancock Mutual
Life Ins. Co. (Detroit).
March 5. Cooper Tire & Rubber
Co.; Abex Corp.; National City
Bank of Cleveland; Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.
March 6. The Huntlngton National Bank; Chrysler Corp.; Texaco,
Inc.; Consumers Power Co.; The
Regional Administrator of National Banks - U.S. Treasury Department; Ohio Coop. Extension Service -O.S.U.
March 7. F.W. Woolworth Co.;
Wells Fargo Bank; Pure Oil-Division of Union Oil of Calif.; State
of Ohio, Dept, of Highways; Stouffer Foods Corp.
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
March 3. Mount Vernon City
Schools; South Haven Public
Schools, Mich.; Brunswick City
Schools; School Dist. City of Benton Harbor; Washington Township
Schools; Cornlng-Painted Post
Area School, Dist., N.Y.; Holly
Area (Evening Also); Albion Public Schools, Mich. (Evening Also).
March 4. L'Anse Creuse Public
Schools, Mlsh.;
Huron Valley
Schools, Mich. (EvenlngOnly); West
CarroUton City School Dist., (Evening Also); Lynbrook Public
Schools, Dist. #20, N.Y. (Evening
Also); Heintzen Public School,
Dlst, Mich. (Evening Also); Oxnard Elementary Schools, Dallf.;
North Olmsted City Schools, (Evening Only); Marlon Community
(Continued on Page 6)

To arrange and show weekly a program of sports,
travel and historical films, to all area college groupsfree of charge-projector and screen provided earn
2.00-4.00 per hour. Minimun 10 hours arranged at
your convenience
-car necessary.

PHONE GUS BELL
914-245-5921
-COLLECT
UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

WELCOMES
THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
As A CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133. rae Hotel des Monnaies. Braiteis «. Beijrjam.

many times teachers who would
not be considered by the suburban
schools.
The core of Ohio's major metropolitan centers are usually blighted
areas inhabited by culturally deprived minority groups.
The State Department of Education has taken the position the smal
rural district should consolidate
into larger, perhaps country-wide,
districts. But one rural educator
sounds the warning that bigness
does not always solve the problems.
Ohio's rural and parochial
schools face two similar problems
— money and finding quality teachers.
Ohio's Catholic parents, through
double taxation, are saving local
school districts about $240 million yearly. But at the same time,
the six Catholic dioceses of Ohio
are hard pressed for funds to

match educational spending of the
public schools.
A large proportion of the parochial school budget Is going for lay
teachers. This makes it more difficult for the parochial schools to
fund expansion Into new fields of
curriculum.
Dave Young, legal counsel for
the Catholic Conference of Ohio,
says the financial crisis has not
yet reached the point where Catholic schools must close and their
students enter public schools. But
he did note there are 20,000 less
Catholic students today then two
years ago - a complete reverse
of the trend In public schools.
Ohio's rural school districts face
other problems - most related to
a lack of sufficient funds.
"These are the districts which
cannot keep up with the great expanse of knowledge," said Dr. Martin W. Essex, state superintendent
of public Instruction.

YOUR PHOTO MOWN UP INTO A SENSATIONAL

2 ft. x 3 ft. POSTER!

ONI tor's1*

2 fer St (from ume picture)

Any block & white or color photo up to 5 x 7
In. blown up Into a sharp, stunning, giant
poster that will excite admiration and envy
everywhere and delight friends and family.
Mount in your bedroom, den, dorm, fraternity or sorority house; give as unusual
gifts. Send snapshot (no negatives) of yourself, friend, relative, pet. 2 ft. x 3 ft. poster
mailed with original photo unharmed. Fast
delivery at lowest prices by one of country's
oldest mail order photofinishes. Satisfaction
guaranteed. We pay postage. Send remittance ana photo to
CAMPUS POSTER CO.
MPT. 101, INOLKWOOD, N. J. e7.ll

"In this part, she (Miss Bergman) is especially fascinating
to
watch..."
—Films in Review

THE VISIT

With: Ingrid Bergman
Anthony Quinn
WED. & THUR. 7:00 & 9:30
FEB. 26-27 AT THE UCF
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE UNION 50(

IMPLOSION, 1969
A SERIES OF FINE FILMS
A UCF PRESENTATION

We're
mighty proud
of our

JAN SCHNACK
The
new
AWS
President
THE SISTERS
OF
OMEGA PHI ALPHA

P«f« 4/TU BC Maw., Ttwadky. FvhiMrv 25. 1969

Greeks' newspaper
will change format

DANCE BEHEFIT-A. part of Charity Week, two
members ot Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity
..,
...
,
,. -"., . ,.„
.
ng tickets tor
Friday'ss "Beauty
are selling
for this Friday
Beauty and
the B.ast" Dance to be held in the Grand Ball

classifieds

FOR SALE
Mirltone ukulUe ind ess* In rood
cood. Call 354-4742 alter 9 p.m.

1961 llambltr American. Mull Mil.
One Female roommate wanted at
$200 or offer. 334-«174.
203 E. Merry SI. 353-9331.
FOK RENT
LOST AND FOUND
STADIUM VIEW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSION OPPOSITE BC
will whoever found the Black LeaSTADIUM, BC'S FINEST
NEW
ther Gloves In the English DepL
APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptional- Office last Wed. (2/19) please rely largo 1-2-3 badroom »ultas,
turn them to the Offlce Secretary.
1
1/2-2 bains, fully carpeted,
fully atr-cond., swimming pool and
LOST - PlasUc Bag Containing 4
cable T.V. , patios * balconies.
containers of slide movies, of perRentals from $140 includes all utilities except electricity. Immedi- sonal value. Please contact Bob
eat.
2211.
ate occupancy In Phase 1, accepting oppllcatlons for Fall occupancy
in Phase 2. MODELS OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK. Resident Manager on duty
10 a-m. lo 8 p.m. FOR INFORMATION CALL 352-5088, BATES AND
SPRINGER, INC., MANAGERS
Female roommate for 3rd Qtr.,
close to campus, pleasant, Inexpensive. 394-1411.
Cygnet cottage Available March
9.
15 mln. from campus. Call
655-2885.
Mobile Home for Rent 00x12 2
bedroom - $125 plus utlUUes. Call
332-6588

F.oturing"Th. Primary Colors," th. dance
... , . ,
„ .
., . ,,
,, . .
* ,c
will last from 8 to midnight. Admission is $.75
.. ei is - ..._iper person or $1.25 a couple.

room

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
WANTED - Used Guitar In good
cood. Call 354-4742 after 5 p.m.

Congrats Elite and Ross, Susie and
BUI, on your lavallerlng . Much
happiness. Flying Teapots.
To Ihe Sisters of Omega Phi Alpha: Thanks for everything! Jan.

and 233.
How do you like the basement, new
Alpha Delt AcUves?

The way to the Debs hearts Is
thru their Stomachs. Than* for
dinner.

Congratulations Jeff and Mary on
your SAE lavallerlng. The Brothers.

Sisters of Alpha Chi say Congrats
to Dale on being elected Beta treasurer. Tuff houseboy!

Judy, happy 20th love Jen t Mac.
Congratulations, Leslie and Tom on
your lavallerlng.
Love Susl.
Wanted to Rent buy or Borrow A T.V. set. Please contact 3549961.

Congrata Vaughn and Beanie on your
lavallerlng - O.U. A Vacationers

Dracula says: "Have a Bloody good
time at the Beauty L Beast Dance."
Feb. 28, 8-12.

Congratulations Diane and
on your engagement

Scott
Jan.

Celeste and Chrla - WE know
you'U make GREAT Teke Little
Slaters Flying Teapots.
The FLYING Teapots are eagerly awaiting State Day, March 1.
Watch the Delta Zetas com* from
all over th* State of Ohio.

Alpha Phi Omega Pledges Announce
the great Awakening.

2ND U.A.O.
EUROPEAN
HOLIDAY
28 DAYS $700

r

President-Linda Brown
1st Vice President-Kathy Dawdy
2nd Vice President-Judy Wildey
3rd Vice President Sue Skodney
Corresponding Secretary-Carolyn Tooney
Recording Secretary-Karen Toth
Rush Chairman-Linda Bour
Treasurer-Joyce Knaupe

AEPI
IS ON
THE MOVE!
Off-Campus
-September 7969
CONGRADULATIONS
NEW DELTA £Elfl OFFICERS
President
IstV.P.
2nd V.P.
Treasurer
Corr. Sec.
Sec.

Karen Posnaught
Brenda laniro
Diane Lenhardt
Lynn Bod in
Barb Smrekar
Ellie Raimer

Congrats
to the
new
CHANGING OF THE GUARD

LONDON

ENGLAND - BELGIUM - FRANCE - SWITZERLAND
ITALY - AUSTRIA - GERMANY - HOLLAND

INTERESTED?

PARIS
.*.1.\\ ', .. *%»■ * VV. A*'.'.*'*. .. • . • *«».*««-&-.

Congrats New Officers of Alpha Chi Omega

-.fcoT OF LUCK !
-lying Teapots

ROUND TRIP JET
ML TRANSPORTATION
ALL HOTELS
Vi OF THE MEALS
ALL GUIDES
Y udX-

or reporting position would attend
the meeting.
"If the Greeks who have experience In this field would show more
Interest In the paper, it would aid
In its betterment." he said.
Ramage added that there are openings in the editorial and reporting positions. "The paper should
cover a larger variety of subjects
and there is an expanded advertising system that will be used."
he stated.
"We found poor participation in
the beginning. It is still a new publication, but many of the problems
that plagued us in the beginning have
been solved," Ramage said.
The tentative date for the next
publication Is April 21.

The Flying Teapots are proud of
their DZ "Pike Little Sisters" Kathy, Jan, l.lndy, Maggie, Kathy,
l.lnda, and Ann.

T.C. sea: Congratulations! New Alpha Delia Actives. O.N.V. Theta
Chi.

Roy Rogers has Free delivery every night from 8-10:30. Call 352Congrats Cindy on that engagement; 5330 A order some hot delicious
Alpha Chi Bost from Big. LltUe Roast Beef Sandwich* or any other
Items and have them brought
and grand Big.
straight to your Door. Mln. -orderel.38.
Phi Pel's say: Thanks to the Phi
Mu's for the Founders Day Flow- Roomus - Congrats on your New
ers.
A.W.S. presidency! Trlsh.

The organization cycle of Greek
Horizons will be revamped for
next quarter, Tom Ramage, newly
appointed editor of the Greek publication said.
Ramage, a sophomore In the college of Liberal Arts said that the
paper will be co- sponsored by the
Inter-Fraternity Council and the
Pan-Hellenic Council.
An organizational meeting will be
held on Thursday In the Alumni
Room. Any Greek or independent
Interested is invited to attend, Ramage said.
"There is no need to have experience In Journalism to put this
paper together," said Ramage.
"However, we would appreciate
It if any Greek who feels he or
she Is qualified for an editorial

MEETING AT 7:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, FEB. 25,
IN THE
ALUMNI ROOM,
UNION

• •>•••>»*#•••«•■>*»•»■

'*«•»*•*••••*•••»•«

THETA CHI
officers:
President-bob Bendotti
Vice-President-Pat Erdman
Secretary-Jim Melton
Corresponding Secretary-Bob Roth
Treasurer-Dave Mower
Pledge Trainer-Jim Hanus
IFC Representatives- John Lutkehaus Mike Roth
Historian-Bill Lewis
Librarian-Jamie Hebert
Rush Chairman John McKibben
Social Chairman-Dan Mazzolini
Athletic Chairman-Bob Sudick
Stewart-Dick Neier
First Guard-Rich Bandelow
Second Guard Tom Trivett
Chaplin-Barry Siegler

55*

• ••> • ».•.•.•.».•.•.».•.•.•„
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Panel blasts new left philosophy
By PHIL HAILER
Staff Writer
"Economics is the focal point
In all situations and the New Left
movement falls to reason from
an economic view," according to
Dr. Karl E, Vogt. He expressed
his opinion during a panel discussion on the new left held at
the Crypt coffeeliouse In the United
Christian Fellowship building Friday night.
Also on the panel with Dr. Vogt
were Rod Matto and Brian Steffens, members of the Young Americans for Freedom, and Ron
Doughty, a member of the National Youth Alliance.
Dr. Vogt said members of the
New Left Include student activists,
such as SDS and the hippies; black
power groups such as the Black
Panthers; and the Eu^ne McCarthy followers."
He went on to say, "These people
substitute emotionalism for rationality; sincerity, faith, and hope
do not measure up to a rational

Linguistics are
problem source,
visitor declares
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Writer
A visiting professor of linguistics, Dr. David Crystal, decrlbed
what It's like to be a visitor in
the United States.
Dr. Crystal entitled his talk
"Differences Between American
and English Linguistic Patterns,"
or more descriptively, "How I
Nearly Got Arrested In the Columbus Bus Station Early In the
Morlng."
Speaking Sunday to members of
Sigma Tau Delta, English honorary society, Dr. Crystal explained
that language can often be a barrier rather than a means of communication. He said many people
don't realize the difference between the two countries' language
patterns. "I thought I knew most
of your slang from your movies,"
he said, "although I soon found
out differently".

approach of looking at things."
"There are people in the New
Left who genuinely want to Improve society," he said, "but they
lack perspective and engage In
destructive rampages."
Dr. Vogt felt that ther are "predatory sharks using this (New
Left) for the satisfaction of their
own egos."
Rod Matto said, "The New Left
is always preaching for a new
system, it must be overthrown
they say. They never have any
concrete answers, they Just give
uou blatant generalities."
"Their views are completely
out of the realm of realism and
comprehensabllity. They are hoping for universal friendship and
love but it's not going to work in
this generation."
Matto said that members of the
New Lett movement are always
accusing the United States as an
aggressor, but "when you talk
about the Soviet Union they change
the subject."
He feels that the New Left must
have concrete Ideas and they must
get together and work it through
the system If they are to succeed.
Rom Doughty, NY A member,
lashed out against Students for
a Democratic Society by saying,
"SDS Is bent on destroying the
country; they actually organize
treason."
"There is no question that SDS
advocates the overthrow of the

country," he said.
Of the Young Americans for
Freedom, Doughty said,"TheYAF
Is a miserable failure; it refuses
to stand up for what it believes
In because tiey are afraid to be
called militant."
Doughty stated that If students
held a sit In of the Administration
Building , the members of National Youth Alliance (NYA) would
throw the demostrators out
bodily, because "we will not have
them Interfere with our edu
cation."
Of Presldsnt William T. Jerome,
he said ., "We (NYA) don't like
him because ha is for the Left."
Doughty even lashed out at the
literary magazine published by the
UCF and St. Thomas More Catholic Parish by saying, "It likes
to advocate American traitors. *•
Brian Steffens, the last speaker,
sald,"The New Left is not a movement of dedication; It's an organization to get yourself on the bandwagon and get your picture In the
paper."
Steffens main complaint against
the New Left is, "that they are
hypocritical." He said they preach
for the freedom of speech and then
they go and heckle a speaker like
Senator Edmund Muskle and deny
him his right to speak.
Steffens expounded on this point
by saying, "If you don't like something or someone that is fine,
but don't deny someone the rights
he deserves."

I've got my interview set
between computer lab and econ
hurry up bus
I'll be late for class
wonder if Alcoa's doing anything
about traffic jams

Dr. Crystal stated that the obvious differences in the two languages, such as the parallel meanings of petrol and gas, lift and
elevator, do not cause the trouble
since there can either be complete understanding or complete
misunderstanding. The problemmakers are found when the same
word stands for two different
-.leanings.
"I get worried when I hear
girls calling each other guys,"
he mused.
He also described
how he "almost ended up In
trouble" when he described a girl
who was a good cook as "homely,"
meaning proficient in the home,
not necessarily ugly.
Tone of voice makes a great
deal of differnce according to Dr.
Crystal and he thinks that idioms
are very difficult to understand.
"That's not my bag" in England
could only mean "That's not my
wife," he stated.
Dr. Crystal Is a professor of
English at the University of Reading in England, and will remain
at Bowling Green until the end of
the quarter.
His near-arrest at the Columbus
bus station occurred when he was
unable to understand the drawl of
the bus announcer when reading
bus destinations. A fight nearly occurred between Dr. Crystal and the
announcer over whether the announcer had made It known that the bus
for Bowling Green was soon to
leave, resulting in Dr. Crystal's
I missing the bus.
Sue Hilton, president of Sigma
I Tau Delta, announced that a third
quarter Initiation will be held.
Any junior or senior majoring
I In English with a 3.0 average In
English Is eligible for member|shlp.
Interested students may send
[their name and campus address
[to room 206A, University Hall,
[according to Miss Hilton.
She also stated that a banquet
|ls tentatively planned for th May
Ljy..v

•*.'•-'« •

Speaking on the Columbia University riots, he said that many of
the issues were "manufactured"
and many of the students were
"egging" the police on to make

look like police brutality.
Next Friday night, the Crypt
will hold another panel discussion, this time concerning the
New Right.

Campus calendar
ART GUILD
W1U meet at 7:30 tonight in
204 Fine Arts Bldg. Membership
Is still open to undergraduate majors and minors. Plans for the
coming party will be made at this
meeting.
UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 7 tonight In the
auditorium of the Newman Center. Karate Instructions are available for all Interested college students. Come to class and see what
It's like.
AWS
Application forms for AWS standing committees are now available.
Pick one up from the president
of your housing unit or from Marty
Preyer, Alpha Phi house. Deadline
date for return Is Friday.
LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER
A Lutheran Student Lenten Vesper Service will be held at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow In Prout Chapel.
This service is designed to last
no more than 30 minutes. It Is

open to all.
AWS
Any Freshman woman Interested
in being AWS freshman representative for the rest of this year
please pick up an application from
Marty Preyer, Alpha Phi house,
this week.
FREE UNIVERSITY;ANARCHISM
W1U meet at 7:30 tonight in the
Taft Room.
GRADUATE SEMINAR
W1U meet at 7 tonight In 204
Fine Arts Building. A surrealist
film, I.e Chlen Andalou, by Bunuel
and Lali (1929), will be shown.
It is free and open to the public.
FREE UNr ERSITY
AND SC :IETY
Will meet at 4 today in the River
Room.
ENGLISH HORSEMANSHIP
Anyone signed up for the English
Horsemanship course, contact Miss
Sally Parent, Women's Bldg.

I read somewhere they're solving
rapid transit problems
and helping explore the seas and
outer space
and working with packaging
and automotive applications
So when I go in
I'll tell it like it is—for me
and they'll tell it like it isfor them

Straight questions—straight answers
and they won't care if the
bus is a little late
Get together with Alcoa:

Change for the better
with Alcoa

ESALCDA

MARCH 10,1969
An Equal Opportunity Employer
A Plans for Progress Company
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White industries blamed for blacks' plight
By BILL HRONEK
Staff Writer
"The white society has to accept
the total responsibility of my slapping It In the face or kicking It
in the ass as It has done to me,"
said Archie Finch, supervisor of
pre-employment training at Chrysler Motor Division In Toledo.
Finch spoke about training the hard
core unemployable last Thursday
In Dr. Henry Gerner's social problems class.
He went on to say, "Industries
used to kick people for motivation,
and the majority of these people
were blacks. The black people who
I work with today have the frustrations of such treatment. Even
with better industrial programs to
ease these frustrations, the first
thing the Negro wants to do when
he walks through the door of a
factory Is to spit In whitey's face.

My Job Is to employ Negroes who
would be denied Jobs any other time
because they are student dropouts,
constantly changing Jobs.
Finch also stated that the biggest

tool of the Negro Is Ignorance, and
whitey gave It to him. If he wants
to throw fire bombs he will, and the
whites shouldn't stop him because of
his Ignorance.

Commenting on black capitalism,
Finch said, "There can't be any
black capitalism. I have to work
under your white system. If I wanted
to set up a Negro owned and op-

Organ transplants create
new moral evaluations
By CHRISTINE LEHMAN
Staff Writer
"No matter what you say, you
are laying judgment on life and
death," stated Dr. Leroy O.-Avgensteln concerning the transplantalng of Internal organs at his
lecture Thursday.
His audience, which was ori-

Council notes
Two black students were seated on Student Council Thursday night.
Council also passed five bills. The first was a resolution that foreign
students be provided with housing during vacations. The second was a
bill concerning course and professor evaluation. The third was a
resolution giving recognition and financial support to the Student
Housing Association. The fourth and fifth bills gave support to Draft
Week and The Students Art Festival.
Any organization that wishes to bring In speakers for the Week on
the Draft please call Action line. These speakers can be pro or con.
Student Council Is sponsoring this project, it Is open to all viewpoints.
Any students Interested in visiting Maumee Valley Day School,
contact ACTION LINE and leave your name and address.
A student is needed to co-ordinate the Open Forum program third
quarter. Please contact ACTION LINE.
There will be a meeting concerning the new constitution Tuesday,
February 26, at 7 p.m. in the Wayne Room.
Student Council will meet Thursday In 112 Life Sciences Bldg. at
7 p.m. All student are welcome.
Nick Llcate

ginally intended to be a small
discussion group, extended the capacity of a Life Sciences' classroom with attentive listeners in
every available space.
Dr. Augensteln, professor and
chairman of the Michigan State
University department of biophysics, listed methods of transplantation that Involved "decisionmaking." "One of the major problems," he added, "Is the adaption of one's body cells to the
new organ."
He explained that this not only
created a scientific probelm, but
a moral Issue In deciding who Is
more "qualified" to receive the
organ. "Should the decision be
based soley on the subject's 1)11loglcal adaption or should his
social position be considered?"
he queried.
Biologists are now working to
create an organ In a test tube
from a single cell that could be
used for transplantation.
The
educator also noted the posslblity
of "duplicating" Individuals by Implanting the cell nucleus Into the
egg of the female. This duplication would thereby produce a "reserve for spare parts that could
be transplanted into the original

body without cell-rejection," he
added.
However, elaborating on the extreme, Dr. Augensteln stated that
this would increase the power of
the human being to decid» his
"time" even more. "For instance, when the patient Is over
a hundred-years old and comes
to the doctor for his fourth liver
transplant, he might decide he's
ready to call It quits."
Another consideration Involves
determining when a person Is legally dead. Dr. Augnesteln cited
one case where a girl was declared legally dead In South Africa
but consdlered living In the United
States. "With the new discoveries in science, we're going to have
to devise a new definition of death,''
he commented.
One plan mentioned concerned a
point system, whereby testing of
blood pressure, heartbeat, and
brain would tally points for which
a minium number would be required to constitute life. At this
suggestion, one voice In the audience humorously Inquired if there
•would be a curve.
Howver, Dr, Augensteln viewed
this method of "Judging life and
death" as still some ways in the
future.

YOU'RE
HERE
TO GET
AN EDUCATION .

PERIOD.
With a full academic load, and maybe a job on the
side, you need all the time you can find to get what
you came for ... a college education.

TO
•AN DIEGO
AND
MEXICO
-

Marine Corps officer programs don't require on-campus
training. As a member of Platoon Leaders Class, you
train in the summer and concentrate on your studies
during the r»->ular school year.

DUARTE
UNIFIED
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Ask a MARINE. For the facts on Marine air and ground
officer training, talk to the Marine Officer who visits
your campus.

Ask A Marine
First Floor University Holl
26, 27 ood 28 February 1969
Bowling Green State Univ University

will interview elementarv and secondary applicants on
Thursday, February 27 from 6:00 to 10:00 p.m., and on
Friday, February 28. Contact the Placement Office.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

BEDFORD CITY SCHOOLS
BEDFORD, OHIO
THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 6 ALL DAY FRIDAY:, MARCH 7
Modern high quality comprehensive school program in
a fine diversified community-Cleveland area. 7500
pupils; 9 schools. School representatives will be
seeking applicants for all teaching fields. Competitive
salary schedule and benefits designed to attract
professionally minded career teachers.
Diversified materials ore available at the Placement
Center.
Call for interview appointment now-Placement Office,
Room 518, Administration Building-BGSU-Phone
353-8411.

erated shopping center It really
wouldn't be black controlled. I would
have to buy the food from sonv
food chain which Is white controll*
What can white students do U>ease the racial tension? "Nobody
has found a concrete answer to
this problem, but my answer is
to go back and do the difficult
Job. Convince your dad or relatives to hire the Negro and make
them really become aware of our
problems by your views and actions," said Finch.
Finch concluded saying, "The
total racial problem is cynical,
involving employment, education,
and environment. All these areas
have to be considered before the
problem can be solved."

Photomicrographs
A new series of framed photomicrographs, made by the
physics department of General
Motors Research Laboratories, will be on display in
the windows of the New Horizon Suite of the Education Bldg.
during the next two weeks.

More oboit

Placement
(Continued from Page 3)
Schools, Indiana; Defiance City
Board of Educ, (Evening Also);
Algonac Community Schools, Mich.;
Rocky River Schools.
March 5. Huron Valley Schools,
Mich.; Lynbrook Public Schools,
Dlst. #20, N.Y.; NorthOlmstedCity
Schools; Airport Community
Schools, Mich.;
Clarencevllle
School Dist, Mich,; Warren Woods
Public Schools, Mich.; Canton Public Schools, (Evening Also); Fort
Wayne Community Schools, Ind.;
Saginaw Public Schools, Mich.;
Monroe Community Schools, Mich.;
Oregon City Schools; Dearborn
Monroe Community Schools, Mich.;
Oregon City Schools; Dearborn
Dlst #8, Schools, Mich.
March 6. Youngs town City
Schools, Chagrin Falls Ex. Village
Schools; Greenwich Public Schools,
Conn. (Evening Also); North Rldgevllle Schools, (Evening Also); Bedford City Schools, (Evening Only);
Bd. of Educ. of Harford County,
Md. (Evening Also); Pomona Unified Schl Dlst., Calif. (Evening Also); Vandalla-Butler City Schools,
Euclid Public Schools, (Evening Also); Carman School District, Mich.
(Evening Also); Ohio Cooperative
Extension Service; Flndlay City
Schools; Springfield City Board of
ED., (Evening Only); Forest Hills
Schools, (Evening Only).
March 7. Greenwich Public
Schools, Conn.; North RidgeviHe
Schools; Bedford City Sch >ls; Euclid Public Schools; SprL ...leldClty
Bd. of Ed.; Forest Hills Schools;
Fairfax County Public Schools, Va.;
Lake County Schools; The Cherry
Hill Schl. Dlst., Mich.; Mercer
County Schools;
March 10.
San Juan Unified
School Dlst, Calif.

FAIRFAX COUNTY
VIRGINIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUBURBAN WASHINGTON, D.C.
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
MARCH 7, 1969
MR VICTOR LINDOUIST

POMONA, CALIFORNIA
NEEDS
TEACHERS
WILL BE ON CAMPUS

THURSDAY, MARCH 6
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Falcon icers impressive
in tournament triumphs
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's hockey team
grabbed virtually every honor In
reaching distance In downing Western Michigan 9-6 and Lake Forest 3-1 to successfully defend their
Oberlin Tournament crown.
The victories upped the Falcon's season record to 23-5, one
of a long list of achievements
lassoed by BG over the weekend.
The tourney triumph was the
second In two attempts this campaign as the Cleveland Cup has
also been tucked away on the
plus side of the ledger.
Bowling Green placed three
players, Rich Allen, Eric Preston and Glen Shlrton, on the alltournament first team, dominating the selections In much the
same respect as last year. Allen
was also named as the competition's outstanding offensive player, while Shlrton and Bill Konewich tied for the honor of being the
tourney's top defensive player.
Last year the Falcon's Bruce
Blyth took top honors, walking away with the Most Valuable Player award.

Consolation honors went to Western Michigan as they dumped the
host Oberlin icers, 8-1.
Bowling Green captured the
championship title with a Saturday night 3-1 thriller over Lake
Forest.
BG had to battle for everything
it got against the surprisingly
tough Lake Forest squad. The
Falcons were locked in a 1-1 tie
due to Owen Freeman's second
period goal at 8:42. Neither team
could put the puck into the net
with any regularity and the match
went into the final minutes with the
deadlock remaining.
But Mike Root finally tallied
past the opposing netminder with
2:11 left In the match, and Rick
Allen repeated the performance
19 seconds later to put the contest out of reach.
Falcon hockey Coach Jack Vivian praised the Lake Forest goalie
for turning in one of the best Jobs
that he had seen all season. The
netminder was as sharp as a broken piece of glass in stopping 50
of 53 shots that came his way.
He halted a number of tlp-in
shots that normally aren't stopped,
lunging out to deflect them at the

-

last moment. Eight other shots
were also near misses as they
hit the post, three of this category coming off the stick of Shirton.
"We really had to play good
hockey to win Saturday," said
Coach Vivian, adding "this was
probably one of the best games of
our season."
Vivian attributed better playing
in the finals to the fact that the
Falcons are a young team and,
consequently, take a little more
time to warm up before playing
top hockey.
Friday night Bowling Green
stopped Western Michigan, the
dark horse of the tournament in a
hard-fought 9-6 decision.
Although the Falcons were behind two or three times during the
match, they scored in the third
period when they had to take the
lead. Preston led the scoring barrage with three goals and three
assists.
"Our goaltendlng and defense
were terrible Friday," said Vivian. "Coupled with Western being
better than we thought they'd be,
it turned out to be a good close
game," he added.
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Bowling Green downed by
Western mntmen 22-13
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STROKE, STROKE-Phil Watson, 500 yard freettyler on the Falcon's swimming team shows the

form that gave him a first place finish against
Miami on Saturday. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Miami swimmers need rally
to capture 52-52 deadlock
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The Falcon swimmers didn't finish the dual season on a winning
note, but neither was it In a dismal fashion.
They put the wraps on their 68-69
campaign splitting with the visiting
Miami Redskins 52-52 Saturday.
The conference foes traded relay
wins, and one-two finishes in six
events carrying the outcome down
to the wire.
Bowling Green ends the dual
campaign with a 2-4-2 ledger with
the tie, and only the MAC championships remain.
Both squads dropped important
places during the match, but received unexpected help in other
areas to counter their deficits. The
Falcons missed valuable places In
the 50 yard freestyle and the backstroke, but grabbed a relay and a
one-three finish in the diving to
offset them.
Tim Youngbluth with his finest
effort In the backstroke finished
two-tenths off the second-place
time of his Miami opponent. This
highly-hoped sweep never materialized, but the Falcons countered
with one-two efforts In both the
breaststroke and 500 freestyle to
carry a 52-45 lead into the final
event.
Miami and Its fine freestyle relay foursome easily copped that
event and a share of the match.
Bowling Green jumped off to a
lead after the 400 yard medley relay win but needed strong efforts
by divers Tom Walter and John
Olllla to halt the surging Miami
total. "This really gave us a
chance," said coach Tom Stubbs.
"We stayed with our original plan
the rest of the way and didn't
need to make switches."
The Falcons were one-two In the
distance freestyle events 1000 and
500. and the breaststroke, while

Miami garnered the individual
medly, the 200 and 50 freestyle events.
Frank Mutz and Phil Watson anchored the distance success for BG
while Bill Zeeb was channeled off
into the sprints. Mutz was on top
In the 1000 and Watson came back
In the 500.
Zeeb was valuable In grabbing
seconds in the 200 and 100 sprints
to prevent Miami sweeps.
Stubbs was real pleased with
Zeeb's seconds. He followed up
his leg of the relay with his 200
sprint against conference champ
Shaw to still grab second.
Zeeb also anchored the medley relay win which included Sandy Kennedy, Tom Williams, and

Tom Nlenhuis.
Williams and Mike Schoenhals
placed the one-two In the breaststroke to ensure at least a BG
tie. Mike edged Miami's suprlse
entrant Bob Shaw by one-tenth.
This was an all-out move by the
visitors to win, by Inserting their
top sprinter.
Tom Neinhuls won the backstroke and Youngbluth was third.
Walters emassed 205.45 In the
diving to edge Miami's 203 total,
and olllla was third 190.4. Both
were strong for their second straight match.
"I wasn't really disappointed in
anybody," said Stubbs, "we had
a pretty good match."

INTERVIEWING FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS

By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
In the official scorebook, the
167 pound wrestling match between
Joe Green and Tom Lehman ended
by default with the visitors from
Western Michigan credited with five
points.
When the match was only 30 seconds old, Green lifted Lehman off
the mat and dumped him, but the
referee Interpreted It as a slam,
and penalized him one point for using the Illegal hold. Lehman, an
unbeaten sophomore, was finished
for the day, after landing on his
right shoulder, and so was Green
who had to default since the match
ended on an Illegal hold. The Incident was a bad break for both grapplers: physically for Lehman and
mentally for Green.
To the teams, and Individuals
concerned, that brief match had
much more significance than a
boxscore in a scorebook.
To Bowling Green's team It was
the turning point in a 22-13 loss
to WM at Anderson Arena, because
the Falcons were only trailing by
one, and Green was expected to
gain his eighth win in nine matches.
To the BG veteran, It was the
first defeat to a league opponent,
but more Importantly, a shaking
experience to one of the most
respected competitors In the MidAmerica Conference, both in footgall and wrestling. Green, always
regarded as a team man, was so
upset about the unfortunate Injury
that he dressed and left l*fore the
end of the meet.
To Lehman, It was a painful
experience, and a premature ending to a fine season. The Injury,
which was suspected of being a fracture to the right arm at the shoulder joint, eliminated the promising
sophomore from the field at the
MAC Championships this weekend.
Lehman admitted afterwards that
he made himself more susceptible
to Green's forceful takedown by
trying an unsuccessful counter move
which reversed his momentum.
To Western's team, It was five
more points on the scoreboard,
but the more serious loss of one
of their best wrestlers, and top
contenders for an individual title
in the league championships.
The Broncos (8-4;, in winning
their fifth dual meet in a row,
proved to the Falcons (7-6-1) that
they will be definite contenders.

with or without Lehman, for the
conference team title at Toledo
Saturday. Bruce Lellards' squad,
In losing for the first time ever
to Western Michigan, were not beaten as badly as the score would
indicate.
A pin by Green, which was a
distinct possibility, as It always
is when Joe takes the mat, could
have made BG a 18-17 winner,
but the failure of three other consistent polntgetters to win was a
bigger factor in the defeat. Dave
Weilnau, at 137, Bill Nucklos at
160, and Butch Falk at 177 were
the only Falcons in the Winner's
circle.
Weilnau, voted the wrestler of
the week last week In a losing effort, was even better Saturday as he
turned an escape Into a sudden
pin at the 2:2 mark to even his
record at 5-6-L The best match of
the afternoon was the 177 pound
battle, where Falk was outweighed
but not out-muscled by Western's
Steve Newman, and finally prevailed
3-2 after a strong takedown In the
last 40 seconds.
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COACH BELLARD-BGs mot
coach Bruce Bellard gives advice to a Falcon grappler in a
recent match.
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White industries blamed for blacks' plight
By BILL HHONEK
Staff Writer
"The white society has to accept
the total responsibility of my slapping it In the face or kicking It
in the ass as It has done to me,"
said Archie Finch, supervisor of
pre-employment training at Chrysler Motor Division in Toledo.
Finch spoke about training the hard
core unemployable last Thursday
In Dr. Henry Gerner's social problems class.
He went on to say, "Industries
used to kick people for motivation,
and the majority of these people
were blacks. The black people who
I work with today have the frustrations of such treatment. Even
with better industrial programs to
ease these frustrations, the first
thing the Negro wants to do when
he walks through the door of a
factory Is to spit In whKey's face.

My Job is to employ Negroes who
would be denied Jobs any other time
because they are student dropouts,
constantly changing Jobs.
Finch also stated that the biggest

tool of the Negro Is ignorance, and
whltey gave It to him. If he wants
to throw fire bombs he will, and the
whites shouldn't stop him because of
his Ignorance.

Commenting on black capitalism,
Finch said, "There can't be any
black capitalism. I have to work
under your white system. If I wanted
to set up a Negro owned and op-

Organ transplants create
new moral evaluations
By CHRISTINE LEHMAN
Staff Writer
"No matter what you say, you
are laying Judgment on life and
death," stated Dr. Leroy O. Axtgensteln concerning the transplanting of internal organs at his
lecture Thursday.
His audience, which was orl-

Council notes
Two black students were seated on Student Council Thursday night.
Council also passed five bills. The first was a resolution that foreign
students be provided with housing during vacations. The second was a
bill concerning course and professor evaluation. The third was a
resolution giving recognition and financial support to the Student
Housing Association. The fourth and fifth bills gave support to Draft
Week and The Students Art Festival.
Any organization that wishes to bring In speakers for the Week on
the Draft please call Action line. These speakers can be pro or con.
Student Council Is sponsoring this project, it Is open to all viewpoints.
Any students Interested in visiting Maumee Valley Day School,
contact ACTION LINE and leave your name and address.
A student Is needed to co-ordinate the Open Forum program third
quarter. Please contact ACTION LINE.
There will be a meeting concerning the new constitution Tuesday,
February 26, at 7 p.m. in the Wayne Room.
Student Council will meet Thursday in 112 Life Sciences Bldg. at
7 p. m. All student are welcome.
Nick Llcate

glnally Intended to be a small
discussion group, extended the capacity of a Life Sciences' classroom with attentive listeners in
every available space.
Dr. Augenstein, professor and
chairman of the Michigan State
University department of biophysics, listed methods of transplantation that involved "decisionmaking." "Oneof the major problems," he added, "is the adaption of one's body cells to the
new organ."
He explained that this not only
created a scientific probelm, but
a moral Issue in deciding who Is
more "qualified" to receive the
organ. "Should the decision be
based so ley on the subject's bllloglcal adaption or should his
social position be considered?"
he queried.
Biologists are now working to
create an organ in a test tube
from a single cell that could be
used for transplantation.
The
educator also noted the posslbllty
of "duplicating" Individuals by Implanting the cell nucleus Into the
egg of the female. This duplication would thereby produce a "reserve for spare parts that could
be transplanted Into the original

body without cell-rejection," he
added.
However, elaborating on Uie extreme, Dr. Augenstein stated that
this would Increase the power of
the human being to decide- his
"time" even more. "For instance, when the patient Is over
a hundred-years old and comes
to the doctor for his fourth liver
transplant, he might decide he's
ready to call It quits."
Another consideration Involves
determining when a person Is legally dead. Dr. Augnestein cited
one case where a girl was declared legally dead In South Africa
but consdlered living in the United
States. "With the new discoveries In science, we're going to have
to devise a new definition of death,"
he commented.
One plan mentioned concerned a
point system, whereby testing of
blood pressure, heartbeat, and
brain would tally points for which
a minium number would be required to constitute life. At this
suggestion, one voice in the audience humorously Inquired if there
•would be a curve.
Howver, Dr, Augenstein viewed
this method of "Judging life and
death" as still some ways In the
future.

YOU'RE
HERE

TO GET
AN EDUCATION .
PERIOD.
With a full academic load, and maybe a job on the
side, you need all the time you can find to get what
you come for ... a college education.
Marine Corps officer programs don't require on-campus
training. As a member of Platoon Leaders Class, you
train in the summer and concentrate on your studies
during the r-'-ular school year.

DUARTE
UNIFIED
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Ask a MARINE. For the facts on Marine air and ground
officer training, talk to the Marine Officer who visits
your campus.

Ask A Marine
First Floor University Hall
26, 27 aid 28 February 1969
Bowling Green State Univ University

will interview elementary and secondary applicants on
Thursday, February 27 from 6:00 to 10:00 p.m., and on
Friday, February 28. Contact the Placement Office.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

BEDFORD CITY SCHOOLS
BEDFORD, OHIO
THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 6 ALL DAY FRIDAY:, MARCH 7
Modern high quality comprehensive school program in
a fine diversified community-Cleveland area. 7500
pupils; 9 schools. School representatives will be
seeking applicants for all teaching fields. Competitive
salary schedule and benefits designed to attract
professionally minded career teachers.
Diversified materials are available at the Placement
Center.
Call for interview appointment now--Placement Office,
Room 518, Administration Building-BGSU-Phone
353-8411.

erated shopping center It really
wouldn't be black controlled. I would
have to buy the food from sonr
food chain which Is white controllt
What can white students do to~
ease the racial tension? "Nobody
has found a concrete answer to
this problem, but my answer is
to go back and do the difficult
Job. Convince your dad or relatives to hire the Negro and make
them really become aware of our
problems by your views and actions," said Finch.
Finch concluded saying, "The
total racial problem is cynical,
involving employment, education,
and environment. All these areas
have to be considered before the
problem can be solved."

Photomicrographs
A new series of framed photomicrographs, made by the
physics department of General
Motors Research Laboratories, will be on display In
the windows of the New Horizon Suite of the Education Bldg.
during the next two weeks.

More ohoat

Placement
(Continued from Page 3)
Schools, Indiana; Defiance City
Board of Educ, (Evening Also);
Algonac Community Schools, Mich.;
Rocky River Schools.
March 5. Huron Valley Schools,
Mich.; Lynbrook Public Schools,
Dist. #20, N.Y.; NorthOlmstedClty
Schools; Airport Community
Schools, Mich.;
Clarencevllle
School Dist. Mich,; Warren Woods
Public Schools, Mich.; Canton Public Schools, (Evening Also); Fort
Wayne Community Schools, Ind.;
Saglnaw Public Schools, Mich.;
Monroe Community Schools, Mich.;
Oregon City Schools; Dearborn
Monroe Community Schools, Mich.;
Oregon City Schools; Dearborn
Dist #8, Schools, Mich.
March 6. Youngstown City
Schools, Chagrin Falls Ex. Village
Schools; Greenwich Public Schools,
Conn. (Evening Also); North Rldgevllle Schools, (Evening Also); Bedford City Schools, (Evening Only);
Bd. of Educ. of Harford County,
Md. (Evening Also); Pomona Unified Schl Dist., Calif. (Evening Also); Vandalla-Butler City Schools,
Euclid Public Schools, (Evening Also); Carman School District, Mich.
(Evening Also); Ohio Cooperative
Extension Service; Findlay City
Schools; Springfield City Board of
ED., (Evening Only); Forest Hills
Schools, (Evening Only).
March 7. Greenwich Public
Schools, Conn.; North Rldgevllle
Schools; Bedford City Sch >ls; Euclid Public Schools; SprL ^.leldClty
Bd. of Ed.; Forest Hills Schools;
Fairfax County Public Schools, Va.;
Lake County Schools; The Cherry
Hill Schl. Dist., Mich.; Mercer
County Schools;
March 10.
San Juan Unified
School Dist., Calif.

FAIRFAX COUNTY
VIRGINIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUBURBAN WASHINGTON, D.C.
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
MARCH 7, 1969
MR VICTOR LINDQUIST

POMONA, CALIFORNIA
NEEDS
TEACHERS
WILL BE ON CAMPUS

THURSDAY, MARCH 6
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Falcon icers impressive
in tournament triumphs
oy DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's hockey team
grabbed virtually every honor In
reaching distance In downing Western Michigan 9-6 and Lake Forest 3-1 to successfully defend their
Oberlln Tournament crown.
The victories upped the Falcon's season record to 23-5, one
of a long list of achievements
lassoed by BG over the weekend.
The tourney triumph was the
second in two attempts this campaign as the Cleveland Cup has
also been tucked away on the
plus side of the ledger.
Bowling Green placed three
players, Rich Allen, Eric Preston and Glen Shirton, on the alltournament first team, dominating the selections in much the
same respect as last year. Allen
was also named as the competition's outstanding offensive player, while Shirton and Bill Konewich tied for the honor of being the
tourney's top defensive player.
Last year the Falcon's Bruce
Blyth took top honors, walking away with the Most Valuable Player award.

Consolation honors went to Western Michigan as they dumped the
host Oberlln icers, 8-1.
Bowling Green captured the
championship title with a Saturday night 3-1 thriller over Lake
Forest.
BG had to battle for everything
it got against the surprisingly
tough Lake Forest squad. The
Falcons were locked In a 1-1 tie
due to Owen Freeman's second
period goal at 8:42. Neither team
could put the puck into the net
with any regularity and the match
went into the final minutes with the
deadlock remaining.
But Mike Root finally tallied
past the opposing netminder with
2:11 left in the match, and Rick
Allen repeated the performance
19 seconds later to put the contest out of reach.
Falcon hockey Coach Jack Vivian praised the Lake Forest goalie
for turning in one of the best Jobs
that he had seen all season. The
netminder was as sharp as a broken piece of glass in stopping 50
of 53 shots that came his way.
He halted a number of tip-In
shots that normally aren't stopped,
lunging out to deflect them at the

last moment. Eight other shots
were also near misses as they
hit the post, three of this category coming off the stick of Shirton.
"We really had to play good
hockey to win Saturday," said
Coach Vivian, adding "this was
probably one of the best games of
our season."
Vivian attributed better playing
in the finals to the fact that the
Falcons are a young team and,
consequently, take a little more
time to warm up before playing
top hockey.
Friday night Bowling Green
stopped Western Michigan, the
dark horse of the tournament in a
hard-fought 9-6 decision.
Although the Falcons were behind two or three times during the
match, they scored in the third
period when they had to take the
lead. Preston led the scoring barrage with three goals and three
assists.
"Our goaltending and defense
were terrible Friday," said Vivian. "Coupled with Western being
better than we thought they'd be,
it turned out to be a good close
game," he added.

Bowling Green downed by
Western matmen 22-13
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
In the official scorebook, the
167 pound wrestling match between
Joe Green and Tom Lehman ended
by default with the visitors from
Western Michigan credited with five
points.
When the match was only 30 seconds old. Green lifted Lehman off
the mat and dumped him, but the
referee Interpreted It as a slam,
and penalized him one point for using the Illegal hold. Lehman, an
unbeaten sophomore, was finished
for the day, after landing on his
right shoulder, and so was Green
who had to default since the match
ended on an Illegal hold. The Incident was a bad break for both grapplers: physically for Lehman and
mentally for Green.
To the teams, and individuals
concerned, that brief match had
much more significance than a
boxscore in a scorebook.
To Bowling Green's team it was
the turning point in a 22-13 loss
to WM at Anderson Arena, because
the Falcons were only trailing by
one, and Green was expected to
gain his eighth win in nine matches.

with or without Lehman, for the
conference team title at Toledo
Saturday. Bruce Lellards' squad,
in losing for the first time ever
to Western Michigan, were not beaten as badly as the score would
indicate.
A pin by Green, which was a
distinct possibility, as it always
is when Joe takes the mat, could
have made BG a 18-17 winner,
but the failure of three other consistent polntgetters to win was a
bigger factor in the defeat. Dave
Wellnau, at 137, BUI Nucklos at
160, and Butch Falk at 177 were
the only Falcons In the winner's
circle.
Weilnau, voted the wrestler of
the week last week in a losing effort, was even better Saturday as he
turned an escape into a sudden
pin at the 2:2 mark to even his
record at 5-5-L The best match of
the afternoon was the 177 pound
battle, where Falk was outweighed
but not out-muscled by Western's
Steve Newman, and finally prevailed
3-2 after a strong takedown In the
last 40 seconds.

To the BG veteran, it was the
first defeat to a league opponent,
but more Importantly, a shaking
experience to one of the most
respected competitors In the MidAmerica Conference, both in footgall and wrestling. Green, always
regarded as a team man, was so
upset about the unfortunate Injury
that he dressed and left before the
end of the meet.

STROKE, STROKE -Phil Watson, 500 yard freestyler on the Falcon's swimming team shows the

form that gave him a first place finish against
Miami on Saturday. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Miami swimmers need rally
to capture 52-52 deadlock
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The Falcon swimmers didn't finish the dual season on a winning
note, but neither was It in a dismal fashion.
They put the wraps on their 68-69
campaign splitting with the visiting
Miami Redskins 52-52 Saturday.
The conference foes traded relay
wins, and one-two finishes In six
events carrying the outcome down
to the wire.
Bowling Green ends the dual
campaign with a 2-4-2 ledger with
the tie, and only the MAC championships remain.
Both squads dropped important
places during the match, but received unexpected help in other
areas to counter their deficits. The
Falcons missed valuable places In
the 50 yard freestyle and the backstroke, but grabbed a relay and a
one-three finish In the diving to
offset them.
Tim Youngbluth with his finest
effort In the backstroke finished
two-tenths off the second-place
time of his Miami opponent. This
highly-hoped sweep never materialized, but the Falcons countered
with one-two efforts In both the
breaststroke and 500 freestyle to
carry a 52-45 lead Into the final
event
Miami and its fine freestyle relay foursome easily copped that
event and a share of the match.
Bowling Green jumped off to a
lead after the 400 yard medley relay win but needed strong efforts
by divers Tom Walter and John
Olllla to halt the surging Miami
total. "This really gave us a
chance," said coach Tom Stubbs.
"We stayed with our original plan
the rest of the way and didn't
need to make switches."
The Falcons were one-two in the
distance freestyle events 1000 and
500, and the breaststroke, while

Miami garnered the individual
medly, the 200 and 50 freestyle events.
Frank Mutz and Phil Watson anchored the distance success for BG
while Bill Zeeb was channeled off
Into the sprints. Mutz was on top
in the 1000 and Watson came back
in the 500.
Zeeb was valuable in grabbing
seconds in the 200 and 100 sprints
to prevent Miami sweeps.
Stubbs was real pleased with
Zeeb's seconds. He followed up
his leg of the relay with his 200
sprint against conference champ
Shaw to still grab second.
Zeeb also anchored the medley relay win which included Sandy Kennedy, Tom Williams, and

Tom Nienhuls.
Williams and Mike Schoenhals
placed the one-two in the breaststroke to ensure at least a BG
tie. Mike edged Miami's suprlse
entrant Bob Shaw by one-tenth.
This was an all-out move by the
visitors to win, by Inserting their
top sprinter.
Tom Nelnhuls won the backstroke and Youngbluth was third.
Walters emassed 205.45 In the
diving to edge Miami's 203 total,
and Olllla was third 190.4. Both
were strong for their second straight match.
"I wasn't really disappointed in
anybody," said Stubbs, "we had
a pretty good match."

INTERVIEWING FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS

To Lehman, it was a painful
experience, and a premature ending to a fine season. The Injury,
which was suspected of being a fracture to the right arm at the shoulder Joint, eliminated the promising
sophomore from the field at the
MAC Championships this weekend.
Lehman admitted afterwards that
he made himself more susceptible
to Green's forceful takedown by
trying an unsuccessful countermove
which reversed his momentum.
To Western's team, it was five
more points on the scoreboard,
but the more serious loss of one
of their best wrestlers, and top
contenders for an Individual title
in the league championships.
The Broncos (8-4/, in winning
their fifth dual meet in a row,
proved to the Falcons (7-6-1) that
they will be definite contenders.

COACH BELLARD--BG » mot
coach Bruce Bellard gives advice to a Falcon grappler in a
recent match.
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Cagers win big, 103-73
Bowling Green's basketball team
zoomed back and forth to all corners or Anderson Arena last night
causing more damage to the Loyola Ramblers than a superball In
a glass factory.
In smothering Lo.vola.103-73, the
Falcons handed the visitors what
Coach George Ireland called "the
worst loss I've ever had In 33
years of coaching."
Possessing an 8-14 mark, Loyola has been an erratic ballclub,
playing badly one night and then
doing a complete turnabout the
next time out.
Although Bowling Green may not
be a college power to rival undefeated national champion UCLA,
one has to be Impressed with comparative scores against Loyola of
Chicago. While BG whipped the
Ramblers by 30 points, the worst
defeat polntwlse this season, the
powerful Bruins downed Loyola
by only 19 markers.
It was a sloppily-played contest, with turnovers occurring with
frequent regularity. Loyola had 32
of the mlscues to the Falcons' 24.
The Falcons Jumped out to an
early lead, widening It to 47-37
at half time. Although BG employed
a loose defense against the quick
Rambler squad, hustle and aggressiveness on offense highlighted a
BG 56 point second half rout.
Wehus
"We hustled but we threw the
damn ball away 32 times which
figures out to be 32 chances for
UP AND AWAY Jim Penix (51) lets go in first half action against them to score," said I oyolaCoach
Loyola of Chicago. The Falcons won and raised the season rec- Ireland.
Ireland, who has had six losing
ord to 9-13.

seasons in his previous 17 years
with the Ramblers, Is now at the
end of his worst year In nine seasons. In contrast, It was only a
few seasons ago that Ireland achleved a coaches dream, winning
an NCAA college basketball championship.
"I think we got all the breaks,"
said Falcon Coach Bob Conibear,
adding, "If we'd Just had a few of
them In some of our other
games
"
"We planned to run hard in given situations, then slow It down,"
said Conibear. "We didn't believe
we could run with them but we wanted to speed up on certain opportunities," he added.
The Falcons outshot the visiting Ramblers 50 per cent to 46
per cent from the field. BG got
numerous second, third, and fourth
shots at the hoop- thanks to strong
rebounding performances from
Dan McLemore and Jim Connolly.
McLemore and Connally led
Bowling Green's wide 56-34 rebounding advantage with 16 and 12
respectively.
The high-scoring battle saw
Loyola place five cagers In double
figures but the Falcons countered
with six of their own. McLemore
led the way with 24 points followed
by Jim Penlx' 17.
Senior captain Dick Rudgers, besides netting 16 markers, seemed
to be Intercepting more passes than
the entire total for last season's
National Football League.
The visitor's quick-scoring
guard, Walter Robertson was held
to 16 points, well below his sea-

BG cage mistakes costly at Toledo
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
TOLEDO — It's too late in the
season to be shooting 39 per cent,
making careless turnovers and
playing shabby defense.
Especially when you're playing
the visiting role, at Toledo. The
Rockets who had their Internal
problems In recent weeks, showed
few 111 effects of the tension.
They sealed the Falcons assurance of a losing season and gained
88-77 revenge over a tin till atlng one
point loss to the BG quintet earlier In the season.
The Rockets, like the Falcons
in this meaningless battle for runnerup positions, displayed anything
but a crisp or efficient effort themselves. Although they did manage
to Inch ahead by 10 points and hold
the margin, they sputtered along
in a Jerky manner passing up numerous opportunities to blow the contest open.
"What can you say," said an ob-

vlously disappointed Bob Conibear,
"we played poorly, but there were
Just some things we couldn'y overcome."
A rising foul count sunk the Falcons deeper into a hole, and all
but nullified their attempts to slice
at the Rocket lead. Jim Penlx, Jim
Connally and John Heft entered the
second half with three and four
fouls respectively.
The Rockets faced a similar situation when Larry Smith, Mike
Murnen and Steve Shay all racked
up three personals In the heated
and physical rough action. Things
weren't so bleak for Bobby Nichols
though, because the bench displays
ties of mediocrity when he Is forced
to dip past stars Steve Mix and John
Hudley.
The prolific whistle tooting by
the officials accented the choppy
tempo of the game. The calls were
tight and well spread but the pace
grew liberal In the hectic finish.
"We got In foul trouble and had
to gamble," said Conibear, "and
we got burnt. It was like a nightmare out there," he continued,
"the Inconsistency of calls destroys
a player."
The player can never gauge the
flavor of the game, and limits of
his physical aggreslveness. Steve
Mix who dropped In 38 points enJoyed the adverse affect of the
fouls on the Falcons.

said Conibear, " he shot real
weU considering he never played
in their last game. His coming in
and getting eight rebounds hurt
also."
The Falcons despite their ineptness chopped away at the Rockets
lead In the first half and evened
up the action at the 5:26 mark.
They threw a series of presses
at the Rockets and disturbed them
enough to grab two temporary leads.
Toledo started breaking the press
late In the half and put up five
straight points 41-35 to lead for
good.
"We had them In situations to
our advantage, but then It backfired and they'd get the easy one."
lamented Conibear.
Bowling Green drew within four
45-41 early In the second half
before Toledo ripped the press for
a 61-49 lead. Provo's entrance
was marked by timely field goals
that nullified the BG rally.
McLemore and Penlx led the

Falcons with 17 and 16 points
respectively, the latter fouling out
In the thick of the most Intense
rally. He chased a loose ball and
collided with a Toledo eager In
the scramble and the unfortunate
junior was tacked with his fifth.
Dick Rudgers and Rich Walker
with 11 and 14 made timely contributions to the attack, but the important cog, Jim Connally hit eight
before he exited with five minutes
left He put up 17 shots, but netted just four.
"He just couldn't find the range,"
said Conibear, "but I still can't see
how a guy can take 17 shots and
never get a foul shot."
Mix did the cover job on Jim
and according to coach Nichols
the secret Is possibly, "he makes
them shoot under duress, and possibly out of their range." If not,
he's a convincing actor, because
Steve drew only two personals, and
none for Ms coverage of Connally.

son average of Just under 23. The
six-foot Robertson ran into foul
trouble with three personals In
the initial half and consequently,
he was held in check throughout
the ball game.
"I thought getting Robertson in
foul trouble was the turning point
In the ball game," said Conibear,
whose cagers chopped the BG-Loyola rivalry to 17-16 In favor of the
Ramblers.
The win raised Bowling Green's
record to 9-13 with an away battle
at Western Michigan and a home
class against OU the only remaining action left during the campaign.

Frosh grab
second win
It didn't! look like a 2-10 basketball club in the preliminary
game at Anderson Arena last night,
as Bowling Green's freshman team
shook off Cuyahoga Community
College (13-6) 85-77. John Piper's
rookies went out to prove they were
better than their misleading record, and ended up showing the
varsity a thing or two.
Piper, who saw his spirited
squad play probably their best
game In a 71-70 loss to Toledo
Saturday, said, "They're getting
used to one another, and making
fewer mistakes." Teamwork was
certainly
evident
as players
LeWayne Ilenson (26), John Webster (25), and Doug Smith (20), all
hit the 20-point plateau.
Cuyahoga was no pushover
either, as they have received a
bid to play in the Junior College
regional tournament. The Baby
Falcons combined a tough combination defense, sharp passing and
accurate outside shooting to take
a commanding 48-35 halftlme lead.
After Mike Gardner sank a 20foot set shot to open the scoring,
BG never trailed and was tied only
at 52 with 12 minutes remaining in
the game. The turning point came
here when Webster hit a driving
lay up, Bruce Travis connected on
a corner jump shot, and Ilenson
added a foul shot to erase th?
visitors' momentum and regain a
five-point spread. Ilenson, the Baby Falcons' 6-4 center and leading scorer, had been sitting on
the bench with four personals during Cuyahoga's comeback, but contributed nine clutch points In the
stretch. The excellent ball handling of Gardner and Smith to offset the losers' desperate full court
press late In the contest, was a
big factor in the victory.
Bill Miles' boardwork In Henson's absence was also commended
by Piper.

Toledo'g big gun was graceful
from outside with turn-around Jumpers and soft hooks and was easily
the focal point of the early Rocket
offensive attack. They worked to
Steve and off of him In clinging
to their lead. Mix opened up only
after eating his first few shots
when crammed by Connally.
The bulky Mix managed only 11
of 27 from the field, and displayed
unerring accuracy on layups for the
bulk of those points. He was more
devastating from the line where he
cashed In on 16 of 17 throws.
A lowly sub caused the most
damage though.

LET IT FLY-Jim Connally (15)
puts up a jumper in BG's 103-73
slaughter of Loyola.

Phil Provo, with a .7 a league
average, came off the bench to
net six of eight from the floor,
and grab eight rebounds to preserve the TU lead. The pudgy reserve lumbered Into position for
short open Jumpers which his teammates worked effeclently to afford
him.
Toledo alloted him a couple of
easy bunnies on well timed passes,
and generally spread around the
honors for the cheap shots.
"Provo was a definite factor,"

SOMEBODY BREAK-Thot's what Dan McLemore
(32) seems to be saying. He got his wish as Fal-

con players stormed all over the court last night.
(Photos by Gregg Daniels)

